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Good morning, it is my pleasure to be here today to share with you some lessons we have learned when developing Machine Learning tools to improve WIPO’s operations and  WIPO’s services during the last 10 years. As you may know, at WIPO, there is a small team called ATAC dedicated to the development of such tools. My colleague bruno will present the tools developed by the team ithis afternoon and I will  focus now on the challenges and the opportunities of machine learning for IP offices.
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1. The black box effect
2. Difficult quality assessment
3. Unrealistic marketing speeches
4. Rapid obsolescence

Machine Learning tools: the pitfalls

Presenter
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Indeed, Machine learning projects hide a series of specific pitfalls for you to fall in.The first one is the famous «black box effect». The behaviour of the tools cannot be explained, which means you will always have questions like why is the tool doing this? And need to be prepared to explain to the end users that what counts is the likelihood of the tool to give good answers statistically. The black box effect leads to mistrust issues and to difficulties in rolling out systems in production. Second, assessing if a tool is doing a good job for your intended use case is hard and expensive. The capacity of the tool to generalize, that is to say to find correct answers for input data it has not seen during its training is what matters and is what is difficult to measure.Third, what really does not help is the marketing speech by the software vendors.   You have certainly heard sentences like the tool is 99.9 % accurate? But in reality, the immensively complex behavior of a machine learning tool cannot be summarized by one percentage and in practice, you need to extensively test by our own on your use case. And the last pitfall  is the rapid progress of the Machine Learning frameworks and of the models architecture that you can use, combined with the growth of available data and of computing power. As a result, a given machine learning tool can become obsolete very rapidly, in the sense that better performing tools become available. 
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Machine Learning tools: some recommendations

• If you can, use a deterministic
algorithm

• Measure quality & determine ROI
• Avoid «big bang» investment

Presenter
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Quickly, here are some recommendations to try to avoid these pitfalls :If a deterministic algorithm exists, use itBefore committing to a tool, request to test it, measure quality on your use case, with your users and determine the return on investment and if the tool is well acceptedAnd finally Do not invest a large amount of money in one tool as a definitive solution and avoid lock-in situations
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Machine Learning tools: success factors

• A rich and high quality training set
• A matching business case with

managed and well communicated
expectations

• A controlled budget: 
«Fail or succeed fast and cheaply»

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That said, Machine learning tools have amazing capabilities, and if you ensure that the following factors are satisfied, your chances of running a successful project grow significantly.First, the most important success factor,which is the availabilityof  a rich and high quality training setSecond, a matching business case with …  The best case is when the tool can be trained with your available business data so that its’ behaviour reproduces at best your past business practice. Also, as Machine learning tools are never perfect, a realistic level of accuracy shall be targeted and well communicated and this rate of errors shall be low enough to still bring returns on investment.Third, a controlled budget: you don’t need to be a big company like Google or Microsoft to develop your own Machine Learning tools. The technology is open source and you may already own the required training data.  I advice to observe the Paretto rule that says that 80 % of the effects are obtained by investing 20% of the efforts.  Once the 80% effects are achieved, you enter in the area of the diminishing returns. So my advice is prototype fast, evaluate and deploy in production if there is a gain. Then, revisit the situation two or three years later.That said, there are still some dilemnas.
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Dilemnas

● Invest now or later?
● Build or buy ?
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The first dilemna is: Is it the right moment to invest to use a new Machine Learning tool or should I wait?And the second dilemna is for a given use case, should I build or should I buy a tool?
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Cons Pros
Wait

Invest now

Dilemna: invest now or later?

Lose market shares
Corporate image
Forever stall

No risk
Potentially do better or 
cheaper but later

Insufficient ROI
Choose sub optimal solution
Locked in vendor contract
Human factor (fear of losing jobs)

Implement new service
Raise productivity
Gain market shares
Corporate image
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Build or buy ?
Challenges Advantages

Build

Buy

Training data inadequate
Lack of internal skills
Long to develop
Irrealistic expectations

Tailored to your needs
Better quality
Can evolve
Scales
Competitive advantage

Price
Misleading marketing speech
Not adapted to use case
Difficult to integrate

Time to market
Price
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Third option: reuse other IP offices’

1. Experience and lessons learned
2. Quality assessments of existing 

tools 
3. IP data to build better training 

sets
4. Internally developed tools
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Now, as several offices have been successfully using Machine Learning tools for the last five years, a third option becomes available which is to reuse existing solutions.First, you can reuse the experience of the other offices and avoid possibly early bird mistakesSecond, you can consider the quality evaluations of  tools made by other offices to take informed decisions.IP offices can also exchange IP data to help build better and more complete training sets for their projectsFinally, some offices like WIPO have been developing internally Machine Learning tools in the past years, and are in position to offer free licenses of these tools to partner IP offices. If you would like to know which WIPO Machine Learning tools your office could be using, do not miss the presentation by my colleagues this afternoon.
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Thanks a lot for your attention!

christophe.mazenc@wipo.int
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